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Abstract

Logic Programming languages, such as Prolog, provide a high-level, declarative approach
to programming. Logic Programming offers great potential for implicit parallelism, thus
allowing parallel systems to often reduce a program’s execution time without programmer
intervention. We believe that for complex applications that take several hours, if not days,
to return an answer, even limited speedups from parallel execution can directly translate
to very significant productivity gains.

It has been argued that Prolog’s evaluation strategy – SLD resolution – often limits
the potential of the logic programming paradigm. The past years have therefore seen
widening efforts at increasing Prolog’s declarativeness and expressiveness. Tabling has
proved to be a viable technique to efficiently overcome SLD’s susceptibility to infinite
loops and redundant subcomputations.

Our research demonstrates that implicit or-parallelism is a natural fit for logic programs
with tabling. To substantiate this belief, we have designed and implemented an or-parallel
tabling engine – OPTYap – and we used a shared-memory parallel machine to evaluate
its performance. To the best of our knowledge, OPTYap is the first implementation of a
parallel tabling engine for logic programming systems. OPTYap builds on Yap’s efficient
sequential Prolog engine. Its execution model is based on the SLG-WAM for tabling, and
on the environment copying for or-parallelism.

Preliminary results indicate that the mechanisms proposed to parallelize search in the
context of SLD resolution can indeed be effectively and naturally generalized to parallelize
tabled computations, and that the resulting systems can achieve good performance on
shared-memory parallel machines. More importantly, it emphasizes our belief that through
applying or-parallelism and tabling to logic programs the range of applications for Logic
Programming can be increased.

KEYWORDS: Or-Parallelism, Tabling, Implementation, Performance.

1 Introduction

Logic programming provides a high-level, declarative approach to programming. Ar-

guably, Prolog is the most popular and powerful logic programming language. Pro-

http://arXiv.org/abs/cs/0308007v1
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log’s popularity was sparked by the success of the sequential execution model pre-

sented in 1983 by David H. D. Warren, the Warren Abstract Machine (WAM ) [56].

Throughout its history, Prolog has demonstrated the potential of logic program-

ming in application areas such as Artificial Intelligence, Natural Language Pro-

cessing, Knowledge Based Systems, Machine Learning, Database Management, or

Expert Systems.

Logic programs are written in a subset of First-Order Logic, Horn clauses, that

has an intuitive interpretation as positive facts and as rules. Programs use the logic

to express the problem, whilst questions are answered by a resolution procedure

with the aid of user annotations. The combination was summarized by Kowalski’s

motto [23]:

algorithm = logic + control

Ideally, one would want Prolog programs to be written as logical statements first,

and for control to be tackled as a separate issue. In practice, the limitations of

Prolog’s operational semantics, SLD resolution, mean that Prolog programmers

must be concerned with SLD semantics throughout program development.

Several proposals have been put forth to overcome some of these limitations

and therefore improve the declarativeness and expressiveness of Prolog. One such

proposal that has been gaining in popularity is tabling, also referred to as tabulation

or memoing [29]. In a nutshell, tabling consists of storing intermediate answers for

subgoals so that they can be reused when a repeated subgoal appears during the

resolution process. It can be shown that tabling based execution models, such as

SLG resolution [8], are able to reduce the search space, avoid looping, and that

they have better termination properties than SLD based models. For instance,

SLG resolution is guaranteed to terminate for all logical programs with the bounded

term-size property [8].

Work on SLG resolution, as implemented in the XSB logic programming sys-

tem [53], proved the viability of tabling technology for applications such as Nat-

ural Language Processing, Knowledge Based Systems and Data Cleaning, Model

Checking, and Program Analysis. SLG resolution also includes several extensions

to Prolog, namely support for negation [4], hence allowing for novel applications in

the areas of Non-Monotonic Reasoning and Deductive Databases.

One of the major advantages of logic programming is that it is well suited for

parallel execution. The interest in the parallel execution of logic programs mainly

arose from the fact that parallelism can be exploited implicitly from logic programs.

This means that parallelism can be automatically exploited, that is, without input

from the programmer to express or manage parallelism, ideally making parallel logic

programming as easy as logic programming.

Logic programming offers two major forms of implicit parallelism, Or-Parallelism

and And-Parallelism. Or-parallelism results from the parallel execution of alterna-

tive clauses for a given predicate goal, while and-parallelism stems from the parallel

evaluation of subgoals in an alternative clause. Some of the most well-known sys-

tems that successfully supported these forms of parallelism are: Aurora [26] and

Muse [2] for or-parallelism; &-Prolog [20], DASWAM [47], and ACE [31] for and-
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parallelism; and Andorra-I [46] for or-parallelism together with and-parallelism. A

detailed presentation of such systems and the challenges and problems in their im-

plementation can be found in [17]. Arguably, or-parallel systems have been the most

successful parallel logic programming systems so far. Experience has shown that or-

parallel systems can obtain very good speedups for applications that require search.

Examples can be found in application areas such Parsing, Optimization, Structured

Database Querying, Expert Systems and Knowledge Discovery applications.

The good results obtained with parallelism and with tabling rises the question

of whether further efficiency improvements may be achievable through parallelism.

Freire and colleagues were the first to research this area [13]. Although tabling works

for both deterministic and non-deterministic applications, Freire focused on the

search process, because tabling has frequently been used to reduce the search space.

In their model, each tabled subgoal is computed independently in a separate com-

putational thread, a generator thread. Each generator thread is the sole responsible

for fully exploiting its subgoal and obtain the complete set of answers. Arguably,

Freire’s model will work particularly well if we have many non-deterministic gener-

ators. On the other hand, it will not exploit parallelism if there is a single generator

and many non-tabled subgoals. It also does not exploit parallelism between a gen-

erator’s clauses. As we discuss in Section 7, experience has shown that interesting

applications do indeed have a limited number of generators.

Ideally, we would like to exploit maximum parallelism and take maximum advan-

tage of current technology for tabling and parallel systems. To exploit maximum

parallelism, we would like to exploit parallelism from both tabled and non-tabled

subgoals. Further, we would like to reuse existing technology for tabling and par-

allelism. As such, we would like to exploit parallelism from tabled and non-tabled

subgoals in much the same way. As with Freire, we would focus on or-parallelism

first, and we will focus throughout on shared-memory platforms.

Towards this goal, we proposed two new computational models [37], Or-Parallelism

within Tabling (OPT ) and Tabling within Or-Parallelism (TOP). Both models are

based on the idea that all open alternatives in the search tree should be amenable to

parallel exploitation, be they from tabled or non-tabled subgoals. The OPT model

further assumes tabling as the base component of the parallel system, that is, each

worker1 is a full sequential tabling engine. OPT triggers or-parallelism when work-

ers run out of alternatives to exploit: at this point, a worker will share part of its

SLG derivations with the other. In contrast, the TOP model represents the whole

SLG forest as a shared search tree, thus unifying parallelism with tabling. Work-

ers are logically positioned at branches in this tree. When a branch completes or

suspends, workers move to nodes with open alternatives, that is, alternatives with

either open clauses or new answers stored in the table.

The main contribution of this work is the design and performance evaluation of

what to the best of our knowledge is the first parallel tabling logic programming

system, OPTYap [40]. We chose the OPT model for two main advantages, both

1 The term worker is widely used in the literature to refer to each computational unit contributing
to the parallel execution.
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stemming from the fact that OPT encapsulates or-parallelism within tabling. First,

implementation of the OPT models follows naturally from two well-understood im-

plementation issues: we need to implement a tabling engine, and then we need to

support or-parallelism. Second, in the OPT model a worker can keep its nodes

private until reaching a sharing point. This is a key issue in reducing parallel over-

heads. We remark that it is common in or-parallel works to say that work is initially

private, and that is made public after sharing.

OPTYap builds on the YapOr [38] and YapTab [39] engines. YapOr was previous

work on supporting or-parallelism over Yap’s Prolog system [45]. YapOr is based

on the environment copying model for shared-memory machines, as originally im-

plemented in Muse [1]. YapTab is a sequential tabling engine that extends Yap’s

execution model to support tabled evaluation for definite programs. YapTab’s im-

plementation is largely based on the ground-breaking design of the XSB system [43;

35], which implements the SLG-WAM [49; 44; 42]. YapTab has been designed from

scratch and its development was done taking into account the major purpose of fur-

ther integration to achieve an efficient parallel tabling computational model, whilst

comparing favorably with current state of the art technology. In other words, we

aim at respecting the no-slowdown principle [19]: our or-parallel tabling system

should, when executed with a single worker, run as fast or faster than the current

available sequential tabling systems. Otherwise, parallel performance results would

not be significant and fair.

In order to validate our design we studied in detail the performance of OPTYap

in shared-memory machines up to 32 workers. The results we gathered show that

OPTYap does indeed introduce low overheads for sequential execution and that it

compares favorably with current versions of XSB. Furthermore, the results show

that OPTYap maintains YapOr’s speedups for parallel execution of non-tabled

programs, and that there are tabled applications that can achieve very high per-

formance through parallelism. This substantiates our belief that tabling and par-

allelism can together contribute to increasing the range of applications for Logic

Programming.

2 Tabling for Logic Programs

The basic idea behind tabling is straightforward: programs are evaluated by storing

newly found answers of current subgoals in an appropriate data space, called the

table space. The method then uses this table to verify whether calls to subgoals

are repeated. Whenever such a repeated call is found, the subgoal’s answers are

recalled from the table instead of being re-evaluated against the program clauses.

In practice, two major issues have to be addressed:

1. What is a repeated subgoal? We may say that a subgoal repeats if it is the

same as a previous subgoal, up to variable renaming; alternatively, we may

say it is repeated if it is an instance of a previous subgoal. The former ap-

proach is known as variant-based tabling [33], the latter as subsumption-based

tabling [34]. Variant-based tabling has been researched first and is arguably
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better understood, although there has been significant recent progress in

subsumption-based tabling [22]. We shall use variant-based tabling approach

in this work.

2. How to execute subgoals? Clearly, we must change the selection function and

search rule to accommodate for repeated subgoals. In particular, we must

address the situation where we recursively call a tabled subgoal before we have

fully tabled all its answers. Several strategies to do so have been proposed [50;

55; 8]. We use the popular SLG resolution [8] in this work, mainly because

this approach has good termination properties.

In the following, we illustrate the main principles of tabled evaluation using SLG

resolution through an example.

2.1 Tabled Evaluation

Consider the Prolog program of Figure 1. The program defines a small directed

graph, represented by the arc/2 predicate, with a relation of reachability, given

by the path/2 predicate. In this example we ask the query goal ?- path(a,Z) on

this program. Note that traditional Prolog would immediately enter an infinite loop

because the first clause of path/2 leads to a repeated call to path(a,Z). In contrast,

if tabling is applied then termination is ensured. The declaration :- table path/2

in the program code indicates that predicate path/2 should be tabled. Figure 1

illustrates the evaluation sequence when using tabling.

At the top, the figure illustrates the program code and the state of the table

space at the end of the evaluation. The main sub-figure shows the forest of SLG

trees for the original query. The topmost tree represents the original invocation of

the tabled subgoal path(a,Z). It thus computes all nodes reachable from node a.

As we shall see, computing all nodes reachable from a requires computing all nodes

reachable from b and all nodes reachable from c. The middle tree represents the

SLG tree path(b,Z), that is, it computes all nodes reachable from node b. The

bottommost tree represents the SLG tree path(c,Z).

Next, we describe in detail the evaluation sequence presented in the figure.

For simplicity of presentation, the root nodes of the SLG trees path(b,Z) and

path(c,Z), nodes 6 and 13, are shown twice. The numbering of nodes denotes the

evaluation sequence.

Whenever a tabled subgoal is first called, a new tree is added to the forest of trees

and a new entry is added to the table space. We name first calls to tabled subgoals

generator nodes (nodes depicted by white oval boxes). In this case, execution starts

with a generator node, node 0. The evaluation thus begins by creating a new tree

rooted by path(a,Z) and by inserting a new entry in the table space for it.

The second step is to resolve path(a,Z) against the first clause for path/2,

creating node 1. Node 1 is a variant call to path(a,Z). We do not resolve the

subgoal against the program at these nodes, instead we consume answers from the

table space. Such nodes are thus called consumer nodes (nodes depicted by gray oval

boxes). At this point, the table does not have answers for this call. The consumer
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:- table path/2.

path(X,Z):- path(X,Y),path(Y,Z).
path(X,Z):- arc(X,Z).

arc(a,b).
arc(b,c).
arc(c,b).

          ?- path(a,Z).

0. path(a,Z)

1. path(a,Y), path(Y,Z) 2. arc(a,Z)

32. path(c,Z) 3. Z= b 4. fail

11. Z= c

6. path(b,Z) 5. fail

33. fail
(Z= b)

34. fail
(Z= c)

20. fail
(Z= b)

6. path(b,Z)

7. path(b,Y), path(Y,Z) 8. arc(b,Z)

28. path(b,Z) 9. fail 10. Z= c

19. Z= b

13. path(c,Z) 12. fail

29. fail
(Z= c)

30. fail
(Z= b)

23. fail
(Z= c)

13. path(c,Z)

14. path(c,Y), path(Y,Z) 15. arc(c,Z)

25. path(c,Z) 16. fail 17. fail

22. Z= c

21. path(b,Z) 18. Z= b

26. fail
(Z= b)

27. fail
(Z= c)

24. fail
(Z= b)

0. path(a,Z)

6. path(b,Z)

13. path(c,Z)

3. Z= b

10. Z= c

11. Z= c

subgoal answers

19. Z= b

18. Z= b
22. Z= c

35. complete

31. complete

31. complete

31. complete

35. complete

Fig. 1. A finite tabled evaluation.

therefore must suspend, either by freezing the whole stacks [42], or by copying the

stacks to separate storage [12].
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The only possible move after suspending is to backtrack to node 0. We then try

the second clause to path/2, thus calling arc(a,Z). The arc/2 predicate is not

tabled, hence it must be resolved against the program, as Prolog would. We name

such nodes interior nodes. The first clause for arc/2 immediately succeeds (step

3). We return back to the context for the original goal, obtaining an answer for

path(a,Z), and store the answer Z=b in the table.

We can now choose between two options. We may backtrack and try the alter-

native clauses for arc/2. Otherwise, we may suspend the current execution, and

resume node 1 with the newly found answer. We decide to continue exploiting the

interior node. Both steps 4 and 5 fail, so we backtrack to node 0. Node 0 has no

more clauses left to try, so we try to check whether it has completed. It has not,

as node 1 has not consumed all its answers. We therefore must resume node 1.

The stacks are thus restored to their state at node 1, and the answer Z=b is for-

warded to this node. The subgoal succeeds trivially and we call the continuation,

path(b,Z). This is the first call to path(b,Z), so we must create a new tree rooted

by path(b,Z) (node 6), insert a new entry in the table space for it, and proceed

with the evaluation of path(b,Z), as shown in the middle tree.

Again, path(b,Z) calls itself recursively, and suspends at node 7. We now have

two consumers, node 1 and node 7. The only answer in the table was already

consumed, so we have to backtrack to node 6. This leads to generating a new

interior node (node 8) and consulting the program for clauses to arc(b,Z). The

first clause fails (step 9), but the second clause matches (step 10). The answer is

returned to node 6 and stored in the table. We next have three choices: continue

forward execution, backtrack to the open interior node, or resume the consumer

node 7. In the example we choose to follow a Prolog-like strategy and continue

forward execution. Step 11 thus returns the binding Z=c to the subgoal path(a,Z).

We store this answer in path(a,Z)’s table entry.

This will be the last answer to path(a,Z), but we can only prove so after fully

exploiting the tree: we still have an open interior node (node 8), and two suspended

consumers (nodes 1 and 7). We now choose to backtrack to node 8, and exploit the

last clause for arc/2 (step 12). At this point we fail all the way back to node 6.

We cannot complete node 6 yet, as we have an unfinished consumer below (node

7). The only answer in the table for this consumer is Z=c. We use this answer and

obtain a first call to path(c,Z).

The new generator, node 13, needs a new table. Again, we try the first clause

and suspend on the recursive call (node 14). Next, we backtrack to the second

clause. Resolution on arc(c,Z) (node 15) fails twice (steps 16 and 17), and then

generates an answer, Z=b (step 18). We return the answer to node 13, and store the

answer in the table. Again, we choose to continue forward execution, thus finding

a new answer to path(b,Z), which is again stored in the table (step 19). Next, we

continue forward execution (step 20), and find an answer to path(a,Z), Z=b. This

answer had already been found at step 3. SLG resolution does not store duplicate

answers in the table. Instead, repeated answers fail. This is how the SLG-WAM

avoids unnecessary computations, and even looping in some cases.

What to do next? We do not have interior nodes to exploit, so we backtrack
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to generator node 13. The generator cannot complete because it has a consumer

below (node 14). We thus try to complete by sending answers to consumer node 14.

The first answer, Z=b, leads to a new consumer for path(b,Z) (node 21). The table

has two answers for path(b,Z), so we can continue the consumer immediately.

This gives a new answer Z=c to path(c,Z), which is stored in the table (step

22). Continuing forward execution results in the answer Z=c to path(b,Z) (step

23). This answer repeats what we found in step 10, so we must fail at this point.

Backtracking sends us back to consumer node 21. We then consume the second

answer for path(b,Z), which generates a repeated answer, so we fail again (step

24). We then try consumer node 14. It next consumes the second answer, again

leading to repeated subgoals, as shown in steps 25 to 27. At this point we fail back

to node 13, which makes sure that all answers to the consumers below (nodes 14,

21, and 25) have been tried. Unfortunately, node 13 cannot complete, because it

depends on subgoal path(b,Z) (node 21). Completing path(c,Z) earlier is not safe

because we can loose answers. Note that, at this point, new answers can still be

found for subgoal path(b,Z). If new answers are found, consumer node 21 should

be resumed with the newly found answers, which in turn can lead to new answers

for subgoal path(c,Z). If we complete sooner, we can loose such answers.

Execution thus backtracks and we try the answer left for consumer node 7. Steps

28 to 30 show that again we only get repeated answers. We fail and return to node

6. All nodes in the trees for node 6 and node 13 have been exploited. As these trees

do not depend on any other tree, we are sure no more answers are forthcoming, so

at last step 31 declares the two trees to be complete, and closes the corresponding

table entries.

Next we backtrack to consumer node 1. We had not tried Z=c on this node, but

exploiting this answer leads to no further answers (steps 32 to 34). The computation

has thus fully exploited every node, and we can complete the remaining table entry

(step 35).

2.2 SLG-WAM Operations

The example showed four new main operations: entering a tabled subgoal; adding

a new answer to a generator; exporting an answer from the table; and trying to

complete the tree. In more detail:

1. The tabled subgoal call operation is a call to a tabled subgoal. It checks if a

subgoal is in the table, and if not, adds a new entry for it and allocates a new

generator node (nodes 0, 6 and 13). Otherwise, it allocates a consumer node

and starts consuming the available answers (nodes 1, 7, 14, 21, 25, 28 and

32).

2. The new answer operation returns a new answer to a generator. It verifies

whether a newly generated answer is already in the table, and if not, inserts

it (steps 3, 10, 11, 18, 19 and 22). Otherwise, it fails (steps 20, 23, 24, 26, 27,

29, 30, 33, and 34).

3. The answer resolution operation forwards answers from the table to a con-
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sumer node. It verifies whether newly found answers are available for a partic-

ular consumer node and, if any, consumes the next one. Otherwise, it schedules

a possible resolution to continue the execution. Answers are consumed in the

same order they are inserted in the table. The answer resolution operation is

executed every time the computation reaches a consumer node.

4. The completion operation determines whether a tabled subgoal is completely

evaluated. It executes when we backtrack to a generator node and all of its

clauses have been tried. If the subgoal has been completely evaluated, the op-

eration closes its table entry and reclaims space (steps 31 and 35). Otherwise,

it schedules a possible resolution to continue the execution.

The example also shows that we have some latitude on where and when to apply

these operations. The actual sequence of operations thus depends on a schedul-

ing strategy. We next discuss the main principles for completion and scheduling

strategies in some more detail.

2.3 Completion

Completion is needed in order to recover space and to support negation. We are

most interested on space recovery in this work. Arguably, in this case we could delay

completion until the very end of execution. Unfortunately, doing so would also mean

that we could only recover space for suspended (consumer) subgoals at the very end

of the execution. Instead we shall try to achieve incremental completion [7] to detect

whether a generator node has been fully exploited, and if so to recover space for all

its consumers.

Completion is hard because a number of generators may be mutually dependent.

Figure 2 shows the dependencies for the completed graph. Node 0 depends on itself

recursively through consumer node 1, and on generator node 6. Node 6 depends on

itself, consumer nodes 7 and 28, and on node 13. Node 13 also depends on itself,

consumer nodes 14 and 25, and on node 6 through consumer node 21. There is thus

a loop between nodes 6 and 13: if we find a new answer for node 6, we may get new

answers for node 13, and so for node 6.

0 6 13

1
7 14

21

28 25

Fig. 2. Node dependencies for the completed graph.
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In general, a set of mutually dependent subgoals forms a Strongly Connected

Component (or SCC ) [51]. Clearly, we can only complete SCCs together. We will

usually represent an SCC through the oldest generator. More precisely, the youngest

generator node which does not depend on older generators is called the leader node.

A leader node is also the oldest node for its SCC, and defines the current completion

point.

XSB uses a stack of generators to detect completion points [42]. Each time a

new generator is introduced it becomes the current leader node. Each time a new

consumer is introduced one verifies if it is for an older generator node G. If so, G’s

leader node becomes the current leader node. Unfortunately, this algorithm does

not scale well for parallel execution, which is not easily representable with a single

stack.

2.4 Scheduling

At several points we had to choose between continuing forward execution, back-

tracking to interior nodes, returning answers to consumer nodes, or performing

completion. Ideally, we would like to run these operations in parallel. In a sequen-

tial system, the decision on which operation to perform is crucial to system perfor-

mance and is determined by the scheduling strategy. Different scheduling strategies

may have a significant impact on performance, and may lead to different order

of answers. YapTab implements two different scheduling strategies, batched and

local [14]. YapTab’s default scheduling strategy is batched.

Batched scheduling is the strategy we followed in the example: it favors for-

ward execution first, backtracking to interior nodes next, and returning answers

or completion last. It thus tries to delay the need to move around the search tree

by batching the return of answers. When new answers are found for a particular

tabled subgoal, they are added to the table space and the evaluation continues until

it resolves all program clauses for the subgoal in hand.

Batched scheduling runs all interior nodes before restarting the consumers. In the

worst case, this strategy may result in creating a complex graph of interdependent

consumers. Local scheduling is an alternative tabling scheduling strategy that tries

to evaluate subgoals as independently as possible, by executing one SCC at a time.

Answers are only returned to the leader’s calling environment when its SCC is

completely evaluated.

3 The Sequential Tabling Engine

We next give a brief introduction to the implementation of YapTab. Throughout,

we focus on support for the parallel execution of definite programs.

The YapTab design is WAM based, as is the SLG-WAM. Yap data structures’ are

very close to the WAM’s [56]: there is a local stack, storing both choice points and

environment frames; a global stack, storing compound terms and variables; a code

space area, storing code and the internal database; a trail ; and a auxiliary stack. To

support the SLG-WAM we must extend the WAM with a new data area, the table
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space; a new set of registers, the freeze registers; an extension of the standard trail,

the forward trail. We must support four new operations: tabled subgoal call, new

answer, answer resolution, and completion. Last, we must support one or several

scheduling strategies.

We reconsidered decisions in the original SLG-WAM that can be a potential

source of parallel overheads. Namely, we argue that the stack based completion

detection mechanism used in the SLG-WAM is not suitable to a parallel implemen-

tation. The SLG-WAM considers that the control of leader detection and scheduling

of unconsumed answers should be done at the level of the data structures corre-

sponding to first calls to tabled subgoals, and it does so by associating completion

frames to generator nodes. On the other hand, YapTab considers that such control

should be performed through the data structures corresponding to variant calls

to tabled subgoals, and thus it associates a new data structure, the dependency

frame, to consumer nodes. We believe that managing dependencies at the level of

the consumer nodes is a more intuitive approach that we can take advantage of.

The introduction of this new data structure allows us to reduce the number of

extra fields in tabled choice points and to eliminate the need for a separate comple-

tion stack. Furthermore, allocating the data structure in a separate area simplifies

the implementation of parallelism. We next review the main data structures and

algorithms of the YapTab design. A more detailed description is given in [36].

3.1 Table Space

The table space can be accessed in different ways: to look up if a subgoal is in

the table, and if not insert it; to verify whether a newly found answer is already

in the table, and if not insert it; to pick up answers to consumer nodes; and to

mark subgoals as completed. Hence, a correct design of the algorithms to access

and manipulate the table data is a critical issue to obtain an efficient tabling system

implementation.

Our implementation of tables uses tries as proposed by Ramakrishnan et al. [33].

Tries provide complete discrimination for terms and permit lookup and possibly

insertion to be performed in a single pass through a term. In section 5.2 we discuss

how OPTYap supports concurrent access to tries.

Figure 3 shows the completed table for the query shown in Figure 1. Table lookup

starts from the table entry data structure. Each table predicate has one such struc-

ture, which is allocated at compilation time. A pointer to the table entry can thus

be included in the compiled code. Calls to the predicate will always access the table

starting from this point.

The table entry points to a tree of trie nodes, the subgoal trie structure. More

precisely, each different call to path/2 corresponds to a unique path through the

subgoal trie structure. Such a path always starts from the table entry, follows a

sequence of subgoal trie data units, the subgoal trie nodes, and terminates at a leaf

data structure, the subgoal frame.

Each subgoal trie node represents a binding for an argument or sub-argument of

the subgoal. In the example, we have three possible bindings for the first argument,
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Fig. 3. Using tries to organize the table space.

X=c, X=b, and X=a. Each binding stores two pointers: one to be followed if the

argument matches the binding, the other to be followed otherwise.

We often have to search through a chain of sibling nodes that represent alternative

paths, e.g., in the query path(a,Z) we have to search through nodes X=c and X=b

until finding node X=a. By default, this search is done sequentially. When the chain

becomes larger then a threshold value, we dynamically index the nodes through a

hash table to provide direct node access and therefore optimize the search.

Each subgoal frame stores information about the subgoal, namely an entry point

to its answer trie structure. Each unique path through the answer trie data units,

the answer trie nodes, corresponds to a different answer to the entry subgoal. All

answer leave nodes are inserted in a linked list: the subgoal trie points at the first

and last entry in this list. Leaves’ answer nodes are chained together in insertion

time order, so that we can recover answers in the same order they were inserted.

A consumer node thus needs only to point at the leaf node for its last consumed

answer, and consumes more answers just by following the chain of leaves.

3.2 Generator and Consumer Nodes

Generator and consumer nodes correspond, respectively, to first and variant calls

to tabled subgoals, while interior nodes correspond to normal, not tabled, subgoals.

Interior nodes are implemented at the engine level as WAM choice points. To im-

plement generator nodes we extended the WAM choice points with a pointer to the

corresponding subgoal frame. To implement consumer nodes we use the notion of

dependency frame. Dependency frames will be stored in a proper space, the depen-

dency space. Figure 4 illustrates how generator and consumer nodes interact with

the table and dependency spaces. As we shall see in section 5.3, having a separate
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dependency space is quite useful for our copying-based implementation, although

dependency frames could be stored together with the corresponding choice point in

the sequential implementation. All dependency frames are linked together to form

a dependency list of consumer nodes. Additionally, dependency frames store infor-

mation about the last consumed answer for the correspondent consumer node; and

information for detecting completion points, as we discuss next.

Interior Node

Local Stack

Table Space Dependency Space

Subgoal

Frame

Answer
Trie

Sructure

Dependency

Frame

WAM
choice point

Dependency

Frame

Consumer Node

WAM
choice point

Generator Node

WAM
choice point

Consumer Node

WAM
choice point

Fig. 4. The nodes and their relationship with the table and dependency spaces.

3.3 Leader Nodes

We need to perform completion in order to recover space and in order to determine

negative loops between subgoals in programs with negation. In this work we focus

on positive programs only, so our goal will be to recover space. Unfortunately, as

an artifact of the SLG-WAM, it can happen that the stack segments for a SCC

S remain within the stack segments for another SCC S′. In such cases, S cannot

be recovered in advance when completed, and thus, recovering its space must be

delayed until S′ also completes. To approximate SCCs in a stack-based implemen-

tation, Sagonas [41] denotes a set of SCCs whose space must be recovered together

as an Approximate SCC or ASCC. For simplicity, in the following we will use the

SCC notation to refer to both ASCCs and SCCs.

The completion operation takes place when we backtrack to a generator node that

(i) has exhausted all its alternatives and that (ii) is as a leader node (remember

that the youngest generator node which does not depend on older generators is
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called a leader node). We designed novel algorithms to quickly determine whether

a generator node is a leader node. The key idea in our algorithms is that each

dependency frame holds a pointer to the resulting leader node of the SCC that

includes the correspondent consumer node. Using the leader node pointer from the

dependency frames, a generator node can quickly determine whether it is a leader

node. More precisely, in our algorithm, a generator L is a leader node when either

(a) L is the youngest tabled node, or (b) the youngest consumer that says L is the

leader.

Our algorithm thus requires computing leader node information whenever cre-

ating a new consumer node C. We proceed as follows. First, we hypothesize that

the leader node is C’s generator, say G. Next, for all consumer nodes older than C

and younger than G, we check whether they depend on an older generator node.

Consider that there is at least one such node and that the oldest of these nodes is

G′. If so then G′ is the leader node. Otherwise, our hypothesis was correct and the

leader node is indeed G. Leader node information is implemented as a pointer to

the choice point of the newly computed leader node.

Figure 5 uses the example from Figure 1 to illustrate the leader node algorithm.

For compactness, the figure presents calls to path(a,Z), path(b,Z), path(c,Z)

and arc(a,Z), as pa, pb, pc, and aa, respectively. Figure 5(a) shows the initial

configuration. The generator node N0 is the current leader node because it is the

only subgoal. Figure 5(b) shows the dependency graph after creating node N2. First,

we called a variant of path(a,Z), and allocated the corresponding dependency

frame. N0 is the generator node for the variant call path(a,Z), N0 is the leader

node for N1’s. N1 then suspended, we backtracked to N0 and called arc(a,Z). As

arc(a,Z) is not tabled, we had to allocate an interior node for N2.
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Fig. 5. Spotting the current leader node.
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Figure 5(c) shows the graph after we created node N14. We have already created

first and variant calls to subgoals path(b,Z) and path(c,Z). Two new dependency

frames were allocated and initialized. We thus have three SCCs on stack: one per

generator. The youngest SCC on stack is for subgoal path(c,Z). As a result, the

current leader node for the new set of nodes becomes N13. This is the one referred

in the youngest dependency frame.

Figure 5(d) shows the interesting case where tabled nodes exist between a con-

sumer and its generator. In the example, consumer node N21, has two consumers,

N7 and N14, separating it from its generator, N6. As both consumers do not depend

on nodes older than N6, the leader node for N21 is still N6, and N6 becomes the cur-

rent leader node. This situation represents the point at which subgoal path(c,Z)

starts depending on subgoal path(b,Z) and their SCCs are merged together. Next,

we allocated consumer node N25. Nodes N14 and N21 are between N25 and the

generator N13. Our algorithm says that since N21 depends on an older generator

node, N6, the leader node information for N25 is also N6. As a result, N6 remains

the current leader node.

Finally, Figure 5(e) shows the point after the subgoals path(b,Z) and path(c,Z)

have completed and the segments belonging to their SCC have been released. The

computation switches back to N1, consumes the next answer and calls path(c,Z).

At this point, path(c,Z) is already completed, and thus we can avoid consumer

node allocation and instead perform what is called the completed table optimiza-

tion [42]. This optimization allocates a node, similar to an interior node, that will

consume the set of found answers executing compiled code directly from the trie

data structure associated with the completed subgoal [33].

3.4 Completion and Answer Resolution

After backtracking to a leader node, we must check whether all younger consumer

nodes have consumed all their answers. To do so, we walk the chain of dependency

frames looking for a frame which has not yet consumed all the generated answers.

If there is such a frame, we should resume the computation of the corresponding

consumer node. We do this by restoring the stack pointers and backtracking to the

node. Otherwise, we can perform completion. This includes (i) marking as complete

all the subgoals in the SCC; (ii) deallocating all younger dependency frames; and

(iii) backtracking to the previous node to continue the execution.

Backtracking to a consumer node results in executing the answer resolution oper-

ation. The operation first checks the table space for unconsumed answers. If there

are new answers, it loads the next available answer and proceeds. Otherwise, it

backtracks again. If this is the first time that backtracking from that consumer

node takes place, then it is performed as usual. Otherwise, we know that the com-

putation has been resumed from an older generator node G during an unsuccessful

completion operation. Therefore, backtracking must be done to the next consumer

node that has unconsumed answers and that is younger than G. If no such consumer

node can be found, backtracking must be done to the generator node G.

The process of resuming a consumer node, consuming the available set of answers,
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suspending and then resuming another consumer node can be seen as an iterative

process which repeats until a fixpoint is reached. This fixpoint is reached when the

SCC is completely evaluated.

4 Or-Parallelism within Tabling

The first step in our research was to design a model that would allow concurrent

execution of all available alternatives, be they from generator, consumer or interior

nodes. We researched two designs: the TOP (Tabling within Or Parallelism) model

and the OPT (Or-Parallelism within Tabling) model.

Parallelism in the TOP model is supported by considering that a parallel evalua-

tion is performed by a set of independent WAM engines, each managing an unique

branch of the search tree at a time. These engines are extended to include direct

support to the basic table access operations, that allow the insertion of new sub-

goals and answers. When exploiting parallelism, some branches may be suspended.

Generator and interior nodes suspend alternatives because we do not have enough

processors to exploit them all. Consumer nodes may also suspend because they are

waiting for more answers. Workers move in the search tree, looking for points where

they can exploit parallelism.

Parallel evaluation in the OPT model is done by a set of independent tabling en-

gines that may share different common branches of the search tree during execution.

Each worker can be considered a sequential tabling engine that fully implements

the tabling operations: access the table space to insert new subgoals or answers;

allocate data structures for the different types of nodes; suspend tabled subgoals;

resume subcomputations to consume newly found answers; and complete private

(not shared) subgoals. As most of the computation time is spent in exploiting the

search tree involved in a tabled evaluation, we can say that tabling is the base

component of the system.

The or-parallel component of the system is triggered to allow synchronized access

to the shared parts of the execution tree, in order to get new work when a worker

runs out of alternatives to exploit, and to perform completion of shared subgoals.

Unexploited alternatives should be made available for parallel execution, regard-

less of whether they originate from generator, consumer or interior nodes. From

the viewpoint of SLG resolution, the OPT computational model generalizes the

Warren’s multi-sequential engine framework for the exploitation of or-parallelism.

Or-parallelism stems from having several engines that implement SLG resolution,

instead of implementing Prolog’s SLD resolution.

We have already seen that the SLG-WAM presents several opportunities for

parallelism. Figure 6 illustrates how this parallelism can be specifically exploited in

the OPT model. The example assumes two workers, W1 and W2, and the program

code and query goal from Figure 1. For simplicity, we use the same abbreviation

introduced in Figure 5 to denote the subgoals.

Consider that worker W1 starts the evaluation. It first allocates a generator and

a consumer node for tabled subgoal path(a,Z). Because there are no available

answers for path(a,Z), it backtracks. The next alternative leads to a non-tabled
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Fig. 6. Exploiting parallelism in the OPT model.

subgoal arc(a,Z) for which we create an interior node. The first alternative for

arc(a,Z) succeeds with the answer Z=b. The worker inserts the newly found answer

in the table and starts exploiting the next alternative for arc(a,Z). This is shown

in the left sub-figure. At this point, worker W2 requests for work. Assume that

worker W1 decides to share all of its private nodes. The two workers will share

three nodes: the generator and consumer nodes for path(a,Z), and the interior

node for arc(a,Z). Worker W2 takes the next unexploited alternative of arc(a,Z)

and from now on, either worker can find further answers for path(a,Z) or resume

the shared consumer node.

The OPT model offers two important advantages over the TOP model. First,

OPT reduces to a minimum the overlap between or-parallelism and tabling. Namely,

as the example shows, in OPT it is straightforward to make nodes public only

when we want to share them. This is very important because execution of private

nodes is almost as fast as sequential execution. Second, OPT enables different data

structures for or-parallelism and for tabling. For instance, one can use the SLG-

WAM for tabling, and environment copying or binding arrays for or-parallelism.

The question now is whether we can achieve an implementation of the OPT

model, and whether that implementation is efficient. We implemented OPTYap

in order to answer this question. In OPTYap, tabling is implemented by freezing

the whole stacks when a consumer blocks. Or-parallelism is implemented through

copying of stacks. More precisely, we optimize copying by using incremental copying,

where workers only copy the differences between their stacks. We adopted this

framework because environment copying and the SLG-WAM are, respectively, two

of the most successful or-parallel and tabling engines. In our case, we already had

the experience of implementing environment copying in the Yap Prolog, the YapOr

system, with excellent performance results [38]. Adopting YapOr for the or-parallel

component of the combined system was therefore our first choice.

Regarding the tabling component, an alternative to freezing the stacks is copying

them to a separate storage as in CHAT [12]. We found two major problems with

CHAT. First, to take best advantage of CHAT we need to have separate environ-

ment and choice point stacks, but Yap has an integrated local stack. Second, and

more importantly, we believe that CHAT is less suitable than the SLG-WAM to

an efficient extension to or-parallelism because of its incremental completion tech-

nique. CHAT implements incremental completion through an incremental copying
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mechanism that saves intermediate states of the execution stacks up to the nearest

generator node. This works fine for sequential tabling, because leader nodes are

always generator nodes. However, as we will see, for parallel tabling this does not

hold because any public node can be a potential leader node. To preserve incre-

mental completion efficiency in a parallel tabling environment, incremental saving

should be performed up to the parent node, as potentially it can be a leader node.

Obviously, this node-to-node segmentation of the incremental saving technique will

degrade the efficiency of any parallel system.

5 The Or-Parallel Tabling Engine

The OPT model requires changes to both the initial designs for parallelism and

tabling. As we enumerated next, support or-parallelism plus tabling requires changes

to memory allocation, table access, the completion algorithm. We must further

ensure that environment copying and tabling suspension do not interfere. Or-

parallelism issues refer to scheduling and to speculative work. In more detail:

1. We must support parallel memory allocation and deallocation of the several

data structures we use. Fortunately, most of our data structures are fixed-sized

and parallel memory allocation can be implemented efficiently.
2. We must allow for several workers to concurrently read and update the table.

To do so workers need to be able to lock the table. As we shall see finer locking

allows for more parallelism, but coarser locking has less overheads.

3. OPTYap uses the copying model, where workers do not see the whole search

tree, but instead only the branches corresponding to their current SLG-WAM.

It is thus possible that a generator may not be in the stacks for a consumer

(and vice-versa). We show that one can generalize the concept of leader node

for such cases, and that such a generalization still gives a conservative ap-

proximation for a SCC. Completion can thus be performed when we are the

last worker backtracking to the generalized leader nodes, and there is no more

work below. The first condition can be easily checked through the or-parallel

machinery. The second condition uses the sequential tabling machinery.

4. Or-parallelism and tabling are not strictly orthogonal. More precisely, naively

sharing or-parallel work might result in overwriting suspended stacks. Several

approaches may be used to tackle this problem, we have proposed and imple-

mented a suspension mechanism that gives maximum scheduling flexibility.

5. Scheduling or-parallel work in our system is based on the Muse scheduler [1].

Intuitively this corresponds to a form of hierarchical scheduling, where we fa-

vor tabled scheduling operations, and resort to the more expensive or-parallel

scheduling when no tabling operations are available. Other approaches are

possible, but this one has served OPTYap well so far. We also discuss how

moving around the shared parts of the search tree changes in the presence of

parallelism.

6. Last, we briefly discuss pruning issues. Although pruning in the presence of

tabling is a complex issue [16; 25], we still should execute correctly for non-

tabled regions of the search tree (interior nodes).
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We next discuss these issues in some detail, presenting the general execution

framework.

5.1 Memory Organization

In OPTYap, memory is divided into a global addressing space and a collection of

local spaces, as illustrated in Figure 7. The global space includes the code area

and a parallel data area that consists of all the data structures required to support

concurrent execution. Each local space represents one system worker and it contains

the four WAM execution stacks inherited from Yap: global stack, local stack, trail,

and auxiliary stack.
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Code Area 

Worker 0

Worker n

Parallel
Data Area

Worker i

... 

... 

Y data
structures

Z data
structures

Free Page

X data
structures

X data
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Fig. 7. Memory organization in OPTYap.

The parallel data area includes the table and dependency spaces inherited from

YapTab, and the or-frame space [1] inherited from YapOr to synchronize access to

shared nodes. Additionally, we have an extra data structure to preserve the stacks

of suspended SCCs (further details in section 5.4). Remember that we use specific

extra fields in the choice points to access the data structures in the parallel data

area. When sharing work, the execution stacks of the sharing worker are copied

from its local space to the local space of the requesting worker. The data structures

from the parallel data area associated with the shared stacks are automatically

inherited by the requesting worker in the copied choice points.

The efficiency of a parallel system largely depends on how concurrent handling

of shared data is achieved and synchronized. Page faults and memory cache misses

are a major source of overhead regarding data access or update in parallel sys-

tems. OPTYap tries to avoid these overheads by adopting a page-based organiza-

tion scheme to split memory among different data structures, in a way similar to

Bonwick’s Slab memory allocator [6]. Each memory page of the parallel data area

only contains data structures of the same type. Whenever a new request for a data

structure of type T appears, the next available structure on one of the T pages is

returned. If there are no available structures in any T page, then one of the free
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pages is made to be of type T . A page is freed when all its data structures are

released. A free page can be immediately reassigned to a different structure type.

5.2 Concurrent Table Access

Our experience showed that the table space is the major data area open to concur-

rent access operations in a parallel tabling environment. To maximize parallelism,

whilst minimizing overheads, accessing and updating the table space must be care-

fully controlled. Reader/writer locks are the ideal implementation scheme for this

purpose. In a nutshell, we can say that there are two critical issues that determine

the efficiency of a locking scheme for the table. One is the lock duration, that is, the

amount of time a data structure is locked. The other is the lock grain, that is, the

amount of data structures that are protected through a single lock request. It is the

balance between lock duration and lock grain that compromises the efficiency of

different table locking approaches. For instance, if the lock scheme is short duration

or fine grained, then inserting many trie nodes in sequence, corresponding to a long

trie path, may result in a large number of lock requests. On the other hand, if the

lock scheme is long duration or coarse grain, then going through a trie path without

extending or updating its trie structure, may unnecessarily lock data and prevent

possible concurrent access by others.

Unfortunately, it is impossible beforehand to know which locking scheme would

be optimal. Therefore, in OPTYap we experimented with four alternative locking

schemes to deal with concurrent accesses to the table space data structures, the

Table Lock at Entry Level scheme, TLEL, the Table Lock at Node Level scheme,

TLNL, the Table Lock at Write Level scheme, TLWL, and the Table Lock at Write

Level - Allocate Before Check scheme, TLWL-ABC.

The TLEL scheme essentially allows a single writer per subgoal trie structure

and a single writer per answer trie structure. The main drawback of TLEL is the

contention resulting from long lock duration. The TLNL enables a single writer per

chain of sibling nodes that represent alternative paths from a common parent node.

The TLWL scheme is similar to TLNL in that it enables a single writer per chain of

sibling nodes that represent alternative paths to a common parent node. However,

in TLWL, the common parent node is only locked when writing to the table is likely.

TLWL also avoids the TLNL memory usage problem by replacing trie node lock

fields with a global array of lock entries. Last, the TLWL-ABC scheme anticipates

the allocation and initialization of nodes that are likely to be inserted in the table

space before locking.

Through experimentation, we observed that the locking schemes, TLWL and

TLWL-ABC, present the best speedup ratios and they are the only schemes show-

ing scalability. Since none of these two schemes clearly outperform the other, we

assumed TLWL as the default. The observed slowdown with higher number of work-

ers for TLEL and TLNL schemes is mainly due to their locking of the table space

even when writing is not likely. In particular, for repeated answers they pay the

cost of performing locking operations without inserting any new trie node. For these
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schemes the number of potential contention points is proportional to the number

of answers found during execution, being they unique or redundant.

5.3 Leader Nodes

Or-parallel systems execute alternatives early. As a result, different workers may

execute the generator and the consumer subgoals. In fact, it is possible that gener-

ators will execute earlier, and in a different branch than in sequential execution. As

Figure 8 shows, this may induce complex dependencies between workers, therefore

requiring a more elaborate completion algorithm that may involve branches from

several workers.

W1

a

b

b

a

W2

Youngest common node?

Dummy generator node?

Private
Generator Node

Private
Consumer Node

Public Node

Fig. 8. At which node should we check for completion?

In this example, worker W1 takes the leftmost alternative while worker W2 takes

the rightmost from the youngest common node. While exploiting their alternatives,

W1 calls a tabled subgoal a and W2 calls a tabled subgoal b. As this is the first call

to both subgoals, a generator node is stored for each one. Next, each worker calls the

tabled subgoal firstly called by the other, and two consumer nodes, one per worker,

are therefore allocated. At this point both workers hold a consumer node while not

having the corresponding generator node in their branches. Conversely, the owner

of each generator node has consumer nodes being executed by a different worker.

The question is where should we check for completion? Intuitively, we would like

to choose a node that is common to both branches and the youngest common node

seems the better choice. But that node is not a generator node!

We could avoid this problem by disallowing consumer nodes for generator nodes

on other branches. Unfortunately, such a solution would severely restrict parallelism.

Our solution was therefore to allow completion at all kind of public nodes.

To clarify these new situations we introduce a new concept, the Generator De-

pendency Node (or GDN ). Its purpose is to signal the nodes that are candidates

to be leader nodes, therefore representing a similar role as that of the generator
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nodes for sequential tabling. A GDN is calculated whenever a new consumer node,

say C, is created. We define the GDN D for a consumer node C with generator G

to be the youngest node on C’s current branch that is an ancestor of G. Obviously,

if G belongs to the current branch of C then G must be the GDN. Thus GDN re-

duces to leader node for sequential computations. On the other hand, if the worker

allocating C is not the one that allocated G then the youngest node D is a public

node, but not necessarily G. Figure 9 presents three different situations that better

illustrate the GDN concept. WG is always the worker that allocated the generator

node G, and WC is the worker that is allocating a consumer node C.
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Fig. 9. Spotting the generator dependency node.

In situation (a), the generator node G is on the branch of the consumer node C,

and thus, G is the GDN. In situation (b), nodes N1 and N2 are on the branch of C

and both contain a branch leading to the generator G. As N2 is the youngest node

of the two, it is the GDN. Situation (c) differs from (b) in that the public nodes

represent more than one branch and, in this case, are interleaved in the physical

stack. In this situation, N1 is the unique node that belongs to C’s branch and that

also contains G in a branch below. N2 contains G in a branch below, but it is not

on C’s branch, while N3 is on C’s branch, but it does not contain G in a branch

below. Therefore, N1 is the GDN. Notice that in both cases (b) and (c) the GDN

can be a generator, a consumer or an interior node.

The procedure that computes the leader node information when allocating a new

dependency frame now relies on the GDN concept. Remember that it is through

this information that a node can determine whether it is a leader node. The main

difference from the sequential algorithm is that now we first hypothesize that the

leader node for the consumer node in hand is its GDN, and not its generator node.

Then, we check the consumer nodes younger than the newly found GDN for an older

dependency. Note that as soon as an older dependency D is found in a consumer

node C′, the remaining consumer nodes, older than C′ but younger than the GDN,

do not need to be checked. This is safe because the previous computation of the

leader node information for the consumer node C′ already represents the oldest

dependency that includes the remaining consumer nodes. We next give an argument

on the correctness of the algorithm.
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Consider a consumer node with GDN G and assume that its leader node D is

found in the dependency frame for consumer node C. Now hypothesize that there

is a consumer node N younger than G with a reference D′ older than D. Therefore,

when previously computing the leader node for C one of the following situations

occurred: (i) D is the GDN for C or (ii) D was found in a dependency frame for a

consumer node C′. Situation (i) is not possible because N is younger than D and it

holds a reference older than D. Regarding situation (ii), C′ is necessarily younger

than N as otherwise the reference found for C had been D′. By recursively applying

the previous argument to the computation of the leader node for C′ we conclude

that our initial hypothesis cannot hold because the number of nodes between C and

N is finite.

With this scheme, concurrency is not a problem. Each worker views its own leader

node independently from the execution being done by others. A new consumer node

is always a private node and a new dependency frame is always the youngest de-

pendency frame for a worker. The leader information stored in a dependency frame

denotes the resulting leader node at the time the correspondent consumer node was

allocated. Thus, after computing such information it remains unchanged. If when

allocating a new consumer node the leader changes, the new leader information

is only stored in the dependency frame for the new consumer, therefore not influ-

encing others. Observe, for example, the situation from Figure 10. Two workers,

W1 and W2, exploiting different alternatives from a common public node, N4, are

allocating new private consumer nodes. They compute the leader node information

for the new dependency frames without requiring any explicit communication be-

tween both and without requiring any synchronization if consulting the common

dependency frame for node N4. The resulting dependency chain for each worker is

illustrated on each side of the figure. Note that the dependency frame for consumer

node N4 is common to both workers. It is illustrated twice only for simplicity.

Within this scenario, worker W1 will check for completion at node N1, its current

leader node, and worker W2 will check for completion at node N2. Obviously, W2

cannot perform completion when reaching N2. If W1 finds new answers for subgoal

c, they should be consumed in node N6. Moreover, as W1 has a dependency for an

older node, N1, the SCCs from both workers should only be completed together at

node N1. However, W1 can allocate another consumer node that changes its current

leader node. Therefore, W2 cannot know beforehand the leader where both SCCs

should be completed. Determining the leader node where several dependent SCCs

from different workers may be completed together is the problem that we address

next.

5.4 SCC Suspension

Different paths may be followed when a worker W reaches a leader node for a

SCC S. The simplest case is when the node is private. In this case, we proceed as

for sequential tabling. Otherwise, the node is public, and other workers can still

influence S. For instance, these workers may find new answers for a consumer node

in S, in which case the consumer must be resumed to consume the new answers.
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Fig. 10. Dependency frames in the parallel environment.

Clearly, in such cases, W should not complete. On the other hand, W has tried all

available alternatives and would like to move anywhere in the tree, say to node N ,

to try other work. According to the copying model we use for or-parallelism, we

should backtrack to the youngest node common to N ’s branch, that is, we should

reset our stacks to the values of the common node. According to the freezing model

that we use for tabling, we cannot recover the current consumers because they are

frozen. We thus have a contradiction.

Note that this is the only case where or-parallelism and tabling conflict. One

solution would be to disallow movement in this case. Unfortunately, we would again

severely restrict parallelism. As a result, in order to allow W to continue execution

it becomes necessary to suspend the SCC at hand. Suspending a SCC includes

saving the SCC’s stacks to a proper space, leaving in the leader node a reference

to the suspended SCC. These suspended computations are considered again when

the remaining workers do completion.

In order to find out which suspended SCCs need to be resumed, each worker

maintains a list of nodes with suspended SCCs. The last worker backtracking from

a public node N checks if it holds references to suspended SCCs. If so, then N is

included in the worker’s list of nodes with suspended SCCs (the nodes are linked in

stack order). If the node already belongs to other worker’s list, it is not collected.

A suspended SCC should be resumed if it contains consumer nodes with un-

consumed answers. To resume a suspended SCC a worker needs to copy the saved

stacks to the correct position in its own stacks, and thus, it has to suspend its

current SCC first. Figure 11 illustrates the management of suspended SCCs when

searching for SCCs to resume. It considers a worker W , positioned in the leader

node N1 of its current SCC S1. W consults its list of nodes with suspended SCCs,

and starts checking the suspended SCC S4 for unconsumed answers. Assuming that
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S4 does not contain unconsumed answers, the search continues in the next node

in the list. Here, suppose that SCC S2 does not have consumer nodes with uncon-

sumed answers, but SCC S3 does. The current SCC S1 is then suspended, and only

then S3 resumed.

Local Stack

N1

Resuming
SCC S3

N2

N3

S1
S2 S3

S4

Suspended SCCs

W

W’s Youngest Node
with Suspended SCCs

Local Stack

N1

N2

S3

S2

S1

Suspended SCCs

W

W’s Youngest Node
with Suspended SCCs

Fig. 11. Resuming a suspended SCC.

Notice that node N3 was removed from W ’s list of suspended SCCs because S3

may not include N3 in its stack segments. For simplicity and efficiency, instead of

checking S3’s segments, we simply remove N3’s from W ’s list. Note that this is a

safe decision as a SCC only depends from branches below the leader node. Thus,

if S3 does not include N3 then no new answers can be found for S4’s consumer

nodes. Otherwise, if this is not the case then W or other workers can eventually be

scheduled to a node held by S4 and find new answers for at least one of its consumer

nodes. In this case, when failing, these workers will necessarily backtrack through

N3, S4’s leader. Therefore, the last worker backtracking from N3 will collect it for

its own list, which allows S4 to be later resumed when executing completion in an

older leader node.

5.5 The Flow of Control

Actual execution control of a parallel tabled evaluation mainly flows through four

procedures. The process of completely evaluating SCCs is accomplished by the

completion() and answer resolution() procedures, while parallel synchroniza-

tion is achieved by the getwork() and scheduler() procedures. Here we focus on

the execution in engine mode, that is on the completion(), answer resolution()

and getwork() procedures, and leave scheduling for the following section. Figure 12

presents a general overview of how control flows between the three procedures and

how it flows within each procedure.
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Fig. 12. The flow of control in a parallel tabled evaluation.

A novel completion procedure, public completion(), implements completion

detection for public leader nodes. As for private nodes, whenever a public node finds

that it is a leader, it starts to check for younger consumer nodes with unconsumed

answers. If there is such a node, we resume the computation to it. Otherwise, it

checks for suspended SCCs with unconsumed answers. Remember that to resume

a suspended SCC a worker needs to suspend its current SCC first.

We thus adopted the strategy of resuming suspended SCCs only when the worker

finds itself at a leader node, since this is a decision point where the worker either

completes or suspends the current SCC. Hence, if the worker resumes a suspended

SCC it does not introduce further dependencies. This is not the case if the worker
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would resume a suspended SCC R as soon as it reached the node where it had sus-

pended. In that situation, the worker would have to suspend its current SCC S, and

after resuming R it would probably have to also resume S to continue its execution.

A first disadvantage is that the worker would have to make more suspensions and

resumptions. Moreover, if we resume earlier, R may include consumer nodes with

unconsumed answers that are common with S. More importantly, suspending in

non-leader nodes leads to further complexity that can be very difficult to manage.

A SCC S is completely evaluated when (i) there are no unconsumed answers

in any consumer node belonging to S or in any consumer node within a SCC

suspended in a node belonging to S; and (ii) there are no other representations

of the leader node N in the computational environment, be N represented in the

execution stacks of a worker or be N in the suspended stack segments of a SCC.

Completing a SCC includes (i) marking all dependent subgoals as complete; (ii)

releasing the frames belonging to the complete branches, including the branches in

suspended SCCs; (iii) releasing the frozen stacks and the memory space used to

hold the stacks from suspended SCCs; and (iv) readjusting the freeze registers and

the whole set of stack and frame pointers.

The answer resolution operation for the parallel environment essentially uses

the same algorithm as previously described for private nodes (please refer to sec-

tion 3.4). Initially, the procedure checks for unconsumed answers to be loaded for

execution. If we have answers, execution will jump to them. Otherwise, we schedule

for a backtracking node. If this is not the first time that backtracking from that

consumer node takes place, we know that the computation has been resumed from

an older leader node L during an unsuccessful completion operation. L is thus the

oldest node to where we can backtrack. Backtracking must be done to the next con-

sumer node that has unconsumed answers and that is younger than L. Otherwise,

if there are no such consumer nodes, backtracking must be done to L.

The getwork() procedure contributes to the progress of a parallel tabled evalu-

ation by moving to effective work. The usual way to execute getwork() is through

failure to the youngest public node on the current branch. We can distinguish two

main procedures in getwork(). One detects completion points and therefore makes

the computation flow to the public completion() procedure. The other corre-

sponds to or-parallel execution. It synchronizes to check for available alternatives

and executes the next one, if any. Otherwise, it invokes the scheduler. A completion

point is detected when N is the leader node pointed by the youngest dependency

frame. The exception is if N is itself a generator node for a consumer node within

the current SCC and it contains unexploited alternatives. In such cases, the current

SCC is not fully exploited. Hence, we should exploit first the available alternatives,

and only then invoke completion.

5.6 Scheduling Work

Scheduling work is the scheduler’s task. It is about efficiently distributing the avail-

able work for exploitation between the running workers. In a parallel tabling en-

vironment we have the extra constraint of keeping the correctness of sequential
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tabling semantics. A worker enters in scheduling mode when it runs out of work

and returns to execution whenever a new piece of unexploited work is assigned to

it by the scheduler.

The scheduler for the OPTYap engine is mainly based on YapOr’s scheduler.

All the scheduler strategies implemented for YapOr were used in OPTYap. How-

ever, extensions were introduced in order to preserve the correctness of tabling

semantics. These extensions allow support for leader nodes, frozen stack segments,

and suspended SCCs. The OPTYap model was designed to enclose the computa-

tion within a SCC until the SCC was suspended or completely evaluated. Thus,

OPTYap introduces the constraint that the computation cannot flow outside the

current SCC, and workers cannot be scheduled to execute at nodes older than their

current leader node. Therefore, when scheduling for the nearest node with unex-

ploited alternatives, if it is found that the current leader node is younger than the

potential nearest node with unexploited alternatives, then the current leader node

is the node scheduled to proceed with the evaluation.

The next case is when the scheduling to determine the nearest node with unex-

ploited alternatives does not return any node to proceed execution. The scheduler

then starts searching for busy2 workers that can be demanded for work. If such a

worker B is found, then the requesting worker moves up to the youngest node that

is common to B, in order to become partially consistent with part of B. Otherwise,

no busy worker was found, and the scheduler moves the idle worker to a better

position in the search tree. Therefore, we can enumerate three different situations

for a worker to move up to a node N : (i) N is the nearest node with unexploited

alternatives; (ii) N is the youngest node common with the busy worker we found;

or (iii) N corresponds to a better position in the search tree.

The process of moving up in the search tree from a current node N0 to a target

node Nf is mainly implemented by the move up one node() procedure. This pro-

cedure is invoked for each node that has to be traversed until reaching Nf . The

presence of frozen stack segments or the presence of suspended SCCs in the nodes

being traversed influences and can even abort the usual moving up process.

Assume that the idle worker W is currently positioned at Ni and that it wants to

move up one node. Initially, the procedure checks for frozen nodes on the stack to

infer whether W is moving within a SCC. If so, W simply moves up. The interesting

case is when W is not within a SCC. If Ni holds a suspended SCC, then W can

safely resume it. If resumption does not take place, the procedure proceeds to

check whether W holds the unique representation of Ni. This being the case, the

suspended SCCs in Ni can be completed. Completion can be safely performed over

the suspended SCCs in Ni not only because the SCCs are completely evaluated,

as none was previously resumed, but also because no more dependencies exist, as

there are no other branches below Ni. Moreover, if Ni is a generator node then

its correspondent subgoal can be also marked as completed. Otherwise, W simply

moves up.

2 A worker is said to be busy when it is in engine mode exploiting alternatives. A worker is said
to be idle when it is in scheduling mode searching for work.
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The scheduler extensions described are mainly related with tabling support. As

the scheduling strategies inherited from the YapOr’s scheduler were designed for

an or-parallel model, and not for an or-parallel tabling model, further work is still

needed to implement and experiment with proper scheduling strategies that can

take advantage of the parallel tabling environment.

5.7 Speculative Work

In [9], Ciepielewski defines speculative work as work which would not be done in

a system with one processor. The definition clearly shows that speculative work is

an implementation problem for parallelism and it must be addressed carefully in

order to reduce its impact. The presence of pruning operators during or-parallel

execution introduces the problem of speculative work [18; 3; 5]. Prolog has an

explicit pruning operator, the cut operator. When a computation executes a cut

operation, all branches to the right of the cut are pruned. Computations that can

potentially be pruned are thus speculative. Earlier execution of such computations

may result in wasted effort compared to sequential execution.

In parallel tabling, not only the answers found for the query goal may not be valid,

but also answers found for tabled predicates may be invalidated. The problem here

is even more serious because tabled answers can be consumed elsewhere in the

tree, which makes impracticable any late attempt to prune computations resulting

from the consumption of invalid tabled answers. Indeed, consuming invalid tabled

answers may result in finding more invalid answers for the same or other tabled

predicates. Notice that finding and consuming answers is the natural way to get

a tabled computation going forward. Delaying the consumption of answers may

compromise such flow. Therefore, tabled answers should be released as soon as it

is found that they are safe from being pruned. Whereas for all-solution queries the

requirement is that, at the end of the execution, we will have the set of valid answers;

in tabling the requirement is to have the set of valid tabled answers released as soon

as possible.

Currently, OPTYap implements an extension of the cut scheme proposed by Ali

and Karlsson [3], that prunes useless work as early as possible, by optimizing the

delivery of tabled answers as soon as it is found that they are safe from being

pruned [36]. As cut semantics for operations that prune tabled nodes is still an

open problem, OPTYap does not handle cut operations that prune tabled nodes

and for such cases execution is aborted.

6 Related Work

A first proposal on how to exploit implicit parallelism in tabling systems was Freire’s

Table-parallelism [13]. In this model, each tabled subgoal is computed indepen-

dently in a single computational thread, a generator thread. Each generator thread

is associated with a unique tabled subgoal and it is responsible for fully exploiting

its search tree in order to obtain the complete set of answers. A generator thread

dependent on other tabled subgoals will asynchronously consume answers as the
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correspondent generator threads will make them available. Within this model, par-

allelism results from having several generator threads running concurrently. Par-

allelism arising from non-tabled subgoals or from execution alternatives to tabled

subgoals is not exploited. Moreover, we expect that scheduling and load balancing

would be even harder than for traditional parallel systems.

More recent work [15], proposes a different approach to the problem of exploit-

ing implicit parallelism in tabled logic programs. The approach is a consequence

of a new sequential tabling scheme based on dynamic reordering of alternatives

with variant calls. This dynamic alternative reordering strategy not only tables the

answers to tabled subgoals, but also the alternatives leading to variant calls, the

looping alternatives. Looping alternative are reordered and placed at the end of

the alternative list for the call. After exploiting all matching clauses, the subgoal

enters a looping state, where the looping alternatives, if they exist, start being tried

repeatedly until a fixpoint is reached. An important characteristic of tabling is that

it avoids recomputation of tabled subgoals. An interesting point of the dynamic

reordering strategy is that it avoids recomputation through performing recomputa-

tion. The process of retrying alternatives may cause redundant recomputations of

the non-tabled subgoals that appear in the body of a looping alternative. It may

also cause redundant consumption of answers if the body of a looping alternative

contains more than one variant subgoal call. Within this model, parallelism arises

if we schedule the multiple looping alternatives to different workers. Therefore, par-

allelism may not come so naturally as for SLD evaluations and parallel execution

may lead to doing more work.

There have been other proposals for concurrent tabling but in a distributed mem-

ory context. Hu [21] was the first to formulate a method for distributed tabled eval-

uation termed Multi-Processor SLG (SLGMP). This method matches subgoals with

processors in a similar way to Freire’s approach. Each processor gets a single sub-

goal and it is responsible for fully exploiting its search tree and obtain the complete

set of answers. One of the main contributions of SLGMP is its controlled scheme

of propagation of subgoal dependencies in order to safely perform distributed com-

pletion. An implementation prototype of SLGMP was developed, but as far as we

know no results have been reported.

A different approach for distributed tabling was proposed by Damásio [10]. The

architecture for this proposal relies on four types of components: a goal manager

that interfaces with the outside world; a table manager that selects the clients for

storing tables; table storage clients that keep the consumers and answers of tables;

and prover clients that perform evaluation. An interesting aspect of this proposal

is the completion detection algorithm. It is based on a classical credit recovery

algorithm [28] for distributed termination detection. Dependencies among subgoals

are not propagated and, instead, a controller client, associated with each SCC,

controls the credits for its SCC and detects completion if the credits reach the zero

value. An implementation prototype has also been developed, but further analysis

is required.

Marques et al. [27] have proposed an initial design for an architecture for a

multi-threaded tabling engine. Their first aim is to implement an engine capable of
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processing multiple query requests concurrently. The main idea behind this proposal

seems very interesting, however the work is still in an initial stage.

Other related mechanisms for sequential tabling have also been proposed. De-

moen and Sagonas proposed a copying approach to deal with tabled evaluations

and implemented two different models, the CAT [11] and the CHAT [12]. The main

idea of the CAT implementation is that it replaces SLG-WAM’s freezing of the

stacks by copying the state of suspended computations to a proper separate stack

area. The CHAT implementation improves the CAT design by combining ideas from

the SLG-WAM with those from the CAT. It avoids copying all the execution stacks

that represent the state of a suspended computation by introducing a technique for

freezing stacks without using freeze registers.

Zhou et al. [57; 48] developed a linear tabling mechanism that works on a single

SLD tree without requiring suspensions/resumptions of computations. The main

idea is to let variant calls execute from the remaining clauses of the former first call.

It works as follows: when there are answers available in the table, the call consumes

the answers; otherwise, it uses the predicate clauses to produce answers. Meanwhile,

if a call that is a variant of some former call occurs, it takes the remaining clauses

from the former call and tries to produce new answers by using them. The variant

call is then repeatedly re-executed, until all the available answers and clauses have

been exhausted, that is, until a fixpoint is reached.

7 Performance Analysis

To assess the efficiency of our parallel tabling implementation and address the ques-

tion of whether parallel tabling is worthwhile, we present next a detailed analysis

of OPTYap’s performance. We start by presenting an overall view of the overheads

of supporting the several Yap extensions: YapOr, YapTab and OPTYap. Then, we

compare YapOr’s parallel performance with that of OPTYap for a set of non-tabled

programs. Next, we use a set of tabled programs to measure the sequential behavior

of YapTab, OPTYap and XSB, and to assess OPTYap’s performance when running

the tabled programs in parallel.

YapOr, YapTab and OPTYap are based on Yap’s 4.2.1 engine3. We used the

same compilation flags for Yap, YapOr, YapTab and OPTYap. Regarding XSB

Prolog, we used version 2.3 with the default configuration and the default execution

parameters. All systems use batched scheduling for tabling.

The environment for our experiments was oscar, a Silicon Graphics Cray Ori-

gin2000 parallel computer from the Oxford Supercomputing Centre. Oscar consists

of 96 MIPS 195 MHz R10000 processors each with 256 Mbytes of main memory

(for a total shared memory of 24 Gbytes) and running the IRIX 6.5.12 kernel.

While benchmarking, the jobs were submitted to an execution queue responsible

for scheduling the pending jobs through the available processors in such a way that,

when a job is scheduled for execution, the processors attached to the job are fully

3 Note that sequential execution would be somewhat better with more recent Yap engines.
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available during the period of time requested for execution. We have limited our

experiments to 32 processors because the machine was always with a very high load

and we were limited to a guest-account.

7.1 Performance on Non-Tabled Programs

Fundamental criteria to judge the success of an or-parallel, tabling, or of a combined

or-parallel tabling model includes measuring the overhead introduced by the model

when running programs that do not take advantage of the particular extension.

Ideally, a program should not pay a penalty for mechanisms that it does not require.

To place our performance results in perspective we first evaluate how the original

Yap Prolog engine compares against the several Yap extensions and against the most

well-known tabling engine, XSB Prolog. We use a set of standard non-tabled logic

programming benchmarks. All benchmarks find all the answers for the problem.

Multiple answers are computed through automatic failure after a valid answer has

been found. The set includes the following benchmark programs:

cubes: solves the N-cubes or instant insanity problem from Tick’s book [54]. It

consists of stacking 7 colored cubes in a column so that no color appears twice

within any given side of the column.

ham: finds all hamiltonian cycles for a graph consisting of 26 nodes with each node

connected to other 3 nodes.

map: solves the problem of coloring a map of 10 countries with five colors such

that no two adjacent countries have the same color.

nsort: naive sort algorithm. It sorts a list of 10 elements by brute force starting

from the reverse order (and worst) case.

puzzle: places numbers 1 to 19 in an hexagon pattern such that the sums in all

15 diagonals add to the same value (also taken from Tick’s book [54]).

queens: a non-naive algorithm to solve the problem of placing 11 queens on a

11x11 chess board such that no two queens attack each other.

Table 1 shows the base execution time, in seconds, for Yap, YapOr, YapTab,

OPTYap and XSB for the set of non-tabled benchmarks. In parentheses, it shows

the overhead over the Yap execution time. The timings reported for YapOr and

OPTYap correspond to the execution with a single worker. The results indicate

that YapOr, YapTab and OPTYap introduce, on average, an overhead of about

10%, 5% and 17% respectively over standard Yap. Regarding XSB, the results

show that, on average, XSB is 2.47 times slower than Yap, a result mainly due to

the faster Yap engine.

YapOr overheads result from handling the work load register and from testing

operations that (i) verify whether a node is shared or private, (ii) check for sharing

requests, and (iii) check for backtracking messages due to cut operations. On the

other hand, YapTab overheads are due to the handling of the freeze registers and

support of the forward trail. OPTYap overheads inherits both sources of overheads.

Considering that Yap Prolog is one of the fastest Prolog engines currently available,

the low overheads achieved by YapOr, YapTab and OPTYap are very good results.
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Table 1. Yap, YapOr, YapTab, OPTYap and XSB execution time on non-tabled

programs.

Bench Yap YapOr YapTab OPTYap XSB

cubes 1.97 2.06 (1.05) 2.05 (1.04) 2.16 (1.10) 4.81 (2.44)
ham 4.04 4.61 (1.14) 4.28 (1.06) 4.95 (1.23) 10.36 (2.56)
map 9.01 10.25 (1.14) 9.19 (1.02) 11.08 (1.23) 24.11 (2.68)
nsort 33.05 37.52 (1.14) 35.85 (1.08) 39.95 (1.21) 83.72 (2.53)
puzzle 2.04 2.22 (1.09) 2.19 (1.07) 2.36 (1.16) 4.97 (2.44)
queens 16.77 17.68 (1.05) 17.58 (1.05) 18.57 (1.11) 36.40 (2.17)

Average (1.10) (1.05) (1.17) (2.47)

Since OPTYap is based on the same environment model as the one used by

YapOr, we then compare OPTYap’s performance with that of YapOr. Table 2

shows the speedups relative to the single worker case for YapOr and OPTYap with

4, 8, 16, 24 and 32 workers. Each speedup corresponds to the best execution time

obtained in a set of 3 runs. The results show that YapOr and OPTYap achieve

identical effective speedups in all benchmark programs. These results allow us to

conclude that OPTYap maintains YapOr’s behavior in exploiting or-parallelism in

non-tabled programs, despite it including all the machinery required to support

tabled programs.

Table 2. Speedups for YapOr and OPTYap on non-tabled programs.

YapOr OPTYap

Bench 4 8 16 24 32 4 8 16 24 32

cubes 3.99 7.81 14.66 19.26 20.55 3.98 7.74 14.29 18.67 20.97
ham 3.93 7.61 13.71 15.62 15.75 3.92 7.64 13.54 16.25 17.51
map 3.98 7.73 14.03 17.11 18.28 3.98 7.88 13.74 18.36 16.68
nsort 3.98 7.92 15.62 22.90 29.73 3.96 7.84 15.50 22.75 29.47
puzzle 3.93 7.56 13.71 18.18 16.53 3.93 7.51 13.53 16.57 16.73
queens 4.00 7.95 15.39 21.69 25.69 3.99 7.93 15.41 20.90 25.23

Average 3.97 7.76 14.52 19.13 21.09 3.96 7.76 14.34 18.92 21.10

7.2 Performance on Tabled Programs

In order to place OPTYap’s results in perspective we start by analyzing the over-

heads introduced to extend YapTab to parallel execution and by measuring YapTab
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and OPTYap behavior when compared with XSB. We use a set of tabled bench-

mark programs from the XMC4 [52] and XSB [53] world wide web sites that are

frequently used in the literature to evaluate such systems. The benchmark programs

are:

sieve: the transition relation graph for the sieve specification5 defined for 5 pro-

cesses and 4 overflow prime numbers.

leader: the transition relation graph for the leader election specification defined

for 5 processes.

iproto: the transition relation graph for the i-protocol specification defined for a

correct version (fix) with a huge window size (w = 2).

samegen: solves the same generation problem for a randomly generated 24x24x2

cylinder. This benchmark is very interesting because for sequential execution it

does not allocate any consumer node. Variant calls to tabled subgoals only occur

when the subgoals are already completed.

lgrid: computes the transitive closure of a 25x25 grid using a left recursion algo-

rithm. A link between two nodes, n and m, is defined by two different relations;

one indicates that we can reach m from n and the other indicates that we can

reach n from m.

lgrid/2: the same as lgrid but it only requires half the relations to indicate that

two nodes are connected. It defines links between two nodes by a single relation,

and it uses a predicate to achieve symmetric reachability. This modification alters

the order by which answers are found. Moreover, as indexing in the first argument

is not possible for some calls, the execution time increases significantly. For this

reason, we only use here a 20x20 grid.

rgrid/2: the same as lgrid/2 but it computes the transitive closure of a 25x25

grid and it uses a right recursion algorithm.

Table 3 shows the execution time, in seconds, for YapTab, OPTYap and XSB

for the set of tabled benchmarks. In parentheses, it shows the overhead over the

YapTab execution time. The execution time reported for OPTYap correspond to

the execution with a single worker.

The results indicate that, for these set of tabled benchmark programs, OPTYap

introduces, on average, an overhead of about 15% over YapTab. This overhead is

very close to that observed for non-tabled programs (11%). The small difference

results from locking requests to handle the data structures introduced by tabling.

Locks are require to insert new trie nodes into the table space, and to update subgoal

and dependency frame pointers to tabled answers. These locking operations are all

related with the management of tabled answers. Therefore, the benchmarks that

deal with more tabled answers are the ones that potentially can perform more

4 The XMC system [32] is a model checker implemented atop the XSB system which verifies
properties written in the alternation-free fragment of the modal µ-calculus [24] for systems
specified in XL, an extension of value-passing CCS [30].

5 We are thankful to C. R. Ramakrishnan for helping us in dumping the transition relation
graph of the automatons corresponding to each given XL specification, and in building runnable
versions out of the XMC environment.
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Table 3. YapTab, OPTYap and XSB execution time on tabled programs.

Bench YapTab OPTYap XSB

sieve 235.31 268.13 (1.14) 433.53 (1.84)
leader 76.60 85.56 (1.12) 158.23 (2.07)
iproto 20.73 23.68 (1.14) 53.04 (2.56)
samegen 23.36 26.00 (1.11) 37.91 (1.62)
lgrid 3.55 4.28 (1.21) 7.41 (2.09)
lgrid/2 59.53 69.02 (1.16) 98.22 (1.65)
rgrid/2 6.24 7.51 (1.20) 15.40 (2.47)

Average (1.15) (2.04)

locking operations. This causal relation seems to be reflected in the execution times

showed in Table 3, because the benchmarks that show higher overheads are also the

ones that find more answers. The answers found by each benchmark are presented

next in Table 4.

Table 3 also shows that YapTab is on average about twice as fast as XSB for

these set of benchmarks. This may be partly due to the faster Yap engine, as

seen in Table 1, and also to the fact that XSB implements functionalities that are

still lacking in YapTab and that XSB may incur overheads in supporting those

functionalities. These results show that we have accomplished our initial aim of

implementing an or-parallel tabling system that compares favorably with current

state of the art technology. Hence, we believe the following evaluation of the parallel

engine is significant and fair.

In order to achieve a deeper insight on the behavior of each benchmark, and

therefore clarify some of the results presented next, we first present in Table 4 data

on the benchmark programs. The columns in Table 4 have the following meaning:

first: is the number of first calls to subgoals corresponding to tabled predicates. It

corresponds to the number of generator choice points allocated.

nodes: is the number of subgoal/answer trie nodes used to represent the complete

subgoal/answer trie structures of the tabled predicates in the given benchmark.

For the answer tries, in parentheses, it shows the percentage of saving that the

trie’s design achieves on these data structures. Given the total number of nodes

required to represent individually each answer and the number of nodes used by

the trie structure, the saving can be obtained by the following expression:

saving =
total − used

total

As an example, consider two answers whose single representation requires re-

spectively 12 and 8 answer trie nodes for each. Assuming that the answer trie

representation of both answers only requires 15 answer trie nodes, thus 5 of those

being common to both paths, it achieves a saving of 25%. Higher percentages of
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saving reflect higher probabilities of lock contention when concurrently accessing

the table space.

depth: is the average depth of the whole set of paths in the corresponding answer

trie structure. In other words, it is the average number of answer trie nodes

required to represent an answer. Trie structures with smaller average depth values

are more amenable to higher lock contention.

unique: is the number of non-redundant answers found for tabled subgoals. It

corresponds to the number of answers stored in the table space.

repeated: is the number of redundant answers found for tabled subgoals. A high

number of redundant answers can degrade the performance of the parallel system

when using table locking schemes that lock the table space without taking into

account whether writing to the table is, or is not, likely.

Table 4. Characteristics of the tabled programs.

Subgoal Tries Answer Tries New Answers

Bench first nodes nodes depth unique repeated

sieve 1 7 8624(57%) 53 380 1386181
leader 1 5 41793(70%) 81 1728 574786
iproto 1 6 1554896(77%) 51 134361 385423
samegen 485 971 24190(33%) 1.5 23152 65597
lgrid 1 3 391251(49%) 2 390625 1111775
lgrid/2 1 3 160401(49%) 2 160000 449520
rgrid/2 626 1253 782501(33%) 1.5 781250 2223550

By observing Table 4 it seems that sieve and leader are the benchmarks least

amenable to table lock contention because they are the ones that find the least

number of answers and also the ones that have the deepest trie structures. In this

regard, lgrid, lgrid/2 and rgrid/2 correspond to the opposite case. They find the

largest number of answers and they have very shallow trie structures. However,

rgrid/2 is a benchmark with a large number of first subgoals calls which can reduce

the probability of lock contention because answers can be found for different sub-

goal calls and therefore be inserted with minimum overlap. Likewise, samegen is a

benchmark that can also benefit from its large number of first subgoal calls, despite

also presenting a very shallow trie structure. Finally, iproto is a benchmark that

can also lead to higher ratios of lock contention. It presents a deep trie structure,

but it inserts a huge number of trie nodes in the table space. Moreover, it is the

benchmark showing the highest percentage of saving.

To assess OPTYap’s performance when running tabled programs in parallel, we

ran OPTYap with varying number of workers for the set of tabled benchmark pro-

grams. Table 5 presents the speedups for OPTYap with 4, 8, 16, 24 and 32 workers.

The speedups are relative to the single worker case of Table 3. They correspond

to the best speedup obtained in a set of 3 runs. The table is divided in two main
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blocks: the upper block groups the benchmarks that showed potential for parallel

execution, whilst the bottom block groups the benchmarks that do not show any

gains when run in parallel.

Table 5. Speedups for OPTYap on tabled programs.

Number of Workers

Bench 4 8 16 24 32

sieve 3.99 7.97 15.87 23.78 31.50
leader 3.98 7.92 15.78 23.57 31.18
iproto 3.05 5.08 9.01 8.81 7.21
samegen 3.72 7.27 13.91 19.77 24.17
lgrid/2 3.63 7.19 13.53 19.93 24.35

Average 3.67 7.09 13.62 19.17 23.68

lgrid 0.65 0.68 0.55 0.46 0.39
rgrid/2 0.94 1.15 0.72 0.77 0.65

Average 0.80 0.92 0.64 0.62 0.52

The results show superb speedups for the XMC sieve and the leader benchmarks

up to 32 workers. These benchmarks reach speedups of 31.5 and 31.18 with 32

workers! Two other benchmarks in the upper block, samegen and lgrid/2, also show

excellent speedups up to 32 workers. Both reach a speedup of 24 with 32 workers.

The remaining benchmark, iproto, shows a good result up to 16 workers and then

it slows down with 24 and 32 workers. Globally, the results for the upper block are

quite good, especially considering that they include the three XMC benchmarks

that are more representative of real-world applications.

On the other hand, the bottom block shows almost no speedups at all. Only for

rgrid/2 with 8 workers we obtain a slight positive speedup of 1.15. The worst case

is for lgrid with 32 workers, where we are about 2.5 times slower than execution

with a single worker. In this case, surprisingly, we observed that for the whole set of

benchmarks the workers are busy for more than 95% of the execution time, even for

32 workers. The actual slowdown is therefore not caused because workers became

idle and start searching for work, as usually happens with parallel execution of non-

tabled programs. Here the problem seems more complex: workers do have available

work, but there is a lot of contention to access that work.

The parallel execution behavior of each benchmark program can be better un-

derstood through the statistics described in the tables that follows. The columns

in these tables have the following meaning:

variant: is the number of variant calls to subgoals corresponding to tabled predi-

cates. It matches the number of consumer choice points allocated.
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complete: is the number of variant calls to completed tabled subgoals. It is when

the completed table optimization takes places, that is, when the set of found

answers is consumed by executing compiled code directly from the trie structure

associated with the completed subgoal.

SCC suspend: is the number of SCCs suspended.

SCC resume: is the number of suspended SCCs that were resumed.

contention points: is the total number of unsuccessful first attempts to lock data

structures of all types. Note that when a first attempt fails, the requesting worker

performs arbitrarily locking requests until it succeeds. Here, we only consider the

first attempts.

subgoal frame: is the number of unsuccessful first attempts to lock subgoal

frames. A subgoal frame is locked in three main different situations: (i) when

a new answer is found which requires updating the subgoal frame pointer to

the last found answer; (ii) when marking a subgoal as completed; (iii) when

traversing the whole answer trie structure to remove pruned answers and com-

pute the code for direct compiled code execution.

dependency frame: is the number of unsuccessful first attempts to lock de-

pendency frames. A dependency frame has to be locked when it is checked for

unconsumed answers.

trie node: is the number of unsuccessful first attempts to lock trie nodes. Trie

nodes must be locked when a worker has to traverse the subgoal trie structure

during a tabled subgoal call operation or the answer trie structure during a

new answer operation.

To accomplish these statistics it was necessary to introduce in the system a set

of counters to measure the several parameters. Although, the counting mechanism

introduces an additional overhead in the execution time, we assume that it does not

significantly influence the parallel execution pattern of each benchmark program.

Tables 6 and 7 show respectively the statistics gathered for the group of pro-

grams with and without parallelism. We do not include the statistics for the leader

benchmark because its execution behavior showed to be identical to the observed

for the sieve benchmark.

The statistics obtained for the sieve benchmark support the excellent perfor-

mance speedups showed for parallel execution. It shows insignificant number of

contention points, it only calls a variant subgoal, and despite the fact that it sus-

pends some SCCs it successfully avoids resuming them. In this regard, the samegen

benchmark also shows insignificant number of contention points. However the num-

ber of variant subgoals calls and the number of suspended/resumed SCCs indicate

that it introduces more dependencies between workers. Curiously, for more than 4

workers, the number of variant calls and the number of suspended SCCs seems to be

stable. The only parameter that slightly increases is the number of resumed SCCs.

Regarding iproto and lgrid/2, lock contention seems to be the major problem. Trie

nodes show identical lock contention, however iproto inserts about 10 times more

answer trie nodes than lgrid/2. Subgoal and dependency frames show an identical

pattern of contention, but iproto presents higher contention ratios. Moreover, if we
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Table 6. Statistics of OPTYap using batched scheduling for the group of programs

with parallelism.

Number of Workers

Parameter 4 8 16 24 32

sieve
variant/complete 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0
SCC suspend/resume 20/0 70/0 136/0 214/0 261/0
contention points 108 329 852 1616 3040

subgoal frame 0 0 0 0 2
dependency frame 0 0 1 0 4
trie node 96 188 415 677 1979

iproto
variant/complete 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0
SCC suspend/resume 5/0 9/0 17/0 26/0 32/0
contention points 7712 22473 60703 120162 136734

subgoal frame 3832 9894 21271 33162 33307
dependency frame 678 4685 25006 66334 81515
trie node 3045 6579 10537 11816 11736

samegen
variant/complete 485/1067 1359/193 1355/197 1384/168 1363/189
SCC suspend/resume 187/2 991/11 1002/20 1024/25 1020/34
contention points 255 314 743 1160 1607

subgoal frame 8 52 112 283 493
dependency frame 0 0 1 0 0
trie node 154 119 201 364 417

lgrid/2
variant/complete 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0
SCC suspend/resume 4/0 8/0 16/0 24/0 32/0
contention points 4004 10072 28669 59283 88541

subgoal frame 167 1124 7319 17440 27834
dependency frame 98 1209 5987 23357 35991
trie node 2958 5292 10341 12870 12925

remember from Table 3 that iproto is about 3 times faster than lgrid/2 to execute,

we can conclude that the contention ratio for iproto is obviously much higher per

time unit, which justifies its worst behavior.

The statistics gathered for the second group of programs present very interesting

results. Remember that lgrid and rgrid/2 are the benchmarks that find the largest

number of answers per time unit (please refer to Tables 3 and 4). Regarding lgrid ’s

statistics it shows high contention ratios in all parameters considered. Closer anal-

ysis of its statistics allows us to observe that it shows an identical pattern when

compared with lgrid/2. The problem is that the ratio per time unit is significantly
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Table 7. Statistics of OPTYap using batched scheduling for the group of programs

without parallelism.

Number of Workers

Parameter 4 8 16 24 32

lgrid
variant/complete 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0
SCC suspend/resume 4/0 8/0 16/0 24/0 32/0
contention points 112740 293328 370540 373910 452712

subgoal frame 18502 73966 77930 68313 115862
dependency frame 17687 113594 215429 223792 248603
trie node 72751 91909 61857 62629 64029

rgrid/2
variant/complete 3051/1124 3072/1103 3168/1007 3226/949 3234/941
SCC suspend/resume 1668/465 1978/766 2326/1107 2121/882 2340/1078
contention points 58761 110984 133058 170653 173773

subgoal frame 55415 103104 122938 159709 160771
dependency frame 0 8 5 259 268
trie node 1519 3595 5016 4780 4737

worst for lgrid. This reflects the fact that most of lgrid ’s execution time is spent

in massively accessing the table space to insert new answers and to consume found

answers.

The sequential order by which answers are accessed in the trie structure is the

key issue that reflects the high number of contention points in subgoal and depen-

dency frames. When inserting a new answer we need to update the subgoal frame

pointer to point at the last found answer. When consuming a new answer we need

to update the dependency frame pointer to point at the last consumed answer.

For programs that find a large number of answers per time unit, this obviously

increases contention when accessing such pointers. Regarding trie nodes, the small

depth of lgrid ’s answer trie structure (2 trie nodes) is one of the main factors that

contributes to the high number of contention points when massively inserting trie

nodes. Trie structures are a compact data structure. Therefore, obtaining good par-

allel performance in the presence of massive table access will always be a difficult

task.

Analyzing the statistics for rgrid/2, the number of variant subgoals calls and the

number of suspended/resumed SCCs suggest that this benchmark leads to complex

dependencies between workers. Curiously, despite the large number of consumer

nodes that the benchmark allocates, contention in dependency frames is not a

problem. On the other hand, contention for subgoal frames seems to be a major

problem. The statistics suggest that the large number of SCC resume operations

and the large number of answers that the benchmark finds are the key aspects that

constrain parallel performance. A closer analysis shows that the number of resumed
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SCCs is approximately constant with the increase in the number of workers. This

may suggest that there are answers that can only be found when other answers are

also found, and that the process of finding such answers cannot be anticipated. In

consequence, suspended SCCs have always to be resumed to consume the answers

that cannot be found sooner. We believe that the sequencing in the order that

answers are found is the other major problem that restrict parallelism in tabled

programs.

Another aspect that can negatively influence this benchmark is the number of

completed calls. Before executing the first call to a completed subgoal we need to

traverse the trie structure of the completed subgoal. When traversing the trie struc-

ture the correspondent subgoal frame is locked. As rgrid/2 stores a huge number

of answer trie nodes in the table (please refer to Table 4) this can lead to longer

periods of lock contention.

8 Concluding Remarks

We have presented the design, implementation and evaluation of OPTYap. OPTYap

is the first available system that exploits or-parallelism and tabling from logic pro-

grams. A major guideline for OPTYap was concerned with making best use of

the excellent technology already developed for previous systems. In this regard,

OPTYap uses Yap’s efficient sequential Prolog engine as its starting framework,

and the SLG-WAM and environment copying approaches, respectively, as the basis

for its tabling and or-parallel components.

Through this research we aimed at showing that the models developed to exploit

implicit or-parallelism in standard logic programming systems can also be used

to successfully exploit implicit or-parallelism in tabled logic programming systems.

First results reinforced our belief that tabling and parallelism are a very good match

that can contribute to expand the range of applications for Logic Programming.

OPTYap introduces low overheads for sequential execution and compares fa-

vorably with current versions of XSB. Moreover, it maintains YapOr’s effective

speedups in exploiting or-parallelism in non-tabled programs. Our best results for

parallel execution of tabled programs were obtained on applications that have a

limited number of tabled nodes, but high or-parallelism. However, we have also

obtained good speedups on applications with a large number of tabled nodes.

On the other hand, there are tabled programs where OPTYap may not speed up

execution. Table access has been the main factor limiting parallel speedups so far.

OPTYap implements tables as tries, thus obtaining good indexing and compres-

sion. On the other hand, tries are designed to avoid redundancy. To do so, they

restrict concurrency, especially when updating. We plan to study whether alterna-

tive designs for the table data structure can obtain scalable speedups even when

frequently updating tables.

Our applications do not show the completion algorithm to be a major factor in

performance so far. In the future, we plan to study OPTYap over a large range

of applications, namely, natural language, database processing, and non-monotonic

reasoning. We expect that non-monotonic reasoning applications, for instance, will
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raise more complex dependencies and further stress the completion algorithm. We

are also interested in the implementation of pruning in the parallel environment.
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